
Eastman Embrace™ LV copolyester
Shrink film and labels for packaging

Eastman Embrace™ LV copolyester is yet another innovation for shrink
body labels from Eastman Chemical Company, the leader in copolyester
resins. Embrace™ LV copolyester is designed to meet the needs of today’s
evolving marketplace by delivering new shrink film attributes.

New material option for thin-walled containers

• Lower shrink force eliminates crushing of thin-walled containers during
application

• “Billboard effect” is delivered at the point of purchase on uniquely
designed, thin-walled containers requiring high ultimate shrink

• Shrink force reduced �45% over current copolyester

The one-resin solution

• Customization to meet or exceed current competitive resins’ shrink
curves, without sacrificing its ability to form around highly contoured
or complex containers (�75% ultimate shrinkage)

• Delivery of a variety of shrink film performance criteria all in one resin
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Material Safety Data Sheets providing safety precautions,

that should be observed when handling and storing Eastman

products, are available online or by request. You should obtain

and review the available material safety information before

handling any of these products. If any materials mentioned

are not Eastman products, appropriate industrial hygiene

and other safety precautions recommended by their

manufacturers should be observed.

Neither Eastman Chemical Company nor its marketing affiliates

shall be responsible for the use of this information, or of any

product, method or apparatus mentioned, and you must make

your own determination of its suitability and completeness for

your own use, for the protection of the environment and for the

health and safety of your employees and purchasers of your

products. NO WARRANTY IS MADE OF THE MERCHANTABILITY

OR FITNESS OF ANY PRODUCT,AND NOTHING HEREIN WAIVES

ANY OF THE SELLER’S CONDITIONS OF SALE.

Eastman, Embrace and The results of insight are trademarks of

Eastman Chemical Company.

© Eastman Chemical Company, 2009.
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**PVC contains halogens.

Ensures consistent “billboard effect” on shelf

• Consistently level film edge at top and bottom, eliminating shrink
film “smiley faces” on square or oblong containers

• Ambient storage superior to most other competitive products

Eastman Embrace™ LV copolyester is an innovative,
one-resin solution for the shrink body label market.

This material continues to deliver the same superior performance
features found in the Eastman Embrace™ portfolio of resins:

• Halogen-free**

• Sparkling clarity and high gloss

• Excellent printability — delivers 360° container graphics

To learn more about Eastman Embrace™ copolyester, visit us at
www.eastmaninnovationlab.com or email us at embrace@eastman.com.


